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The Blue Frog Society claims a new habitat – a habitat without territory, not just as 
an idea, but as a messenger of a new future which was presented for the first time 
in New York on „Windows on Madison“/ Czech Mission to the UN, curated by Jaro-
slav Andel for the Czech Center, 20111, in collaboration with the Austrian Cultural 
Forum, New York.

At the 64th UN DPI/ NGO conference The Blue Frog Society will directly engage 
with the participants of the conference and invite them to contribute their ideas, 
desires, expertise from various angles and backgrounds as well as their critical input 
for building this community and discussing the future of a habitat without territory.2

Creating, Supporting, Collecting: New Values, New Commons

The Blue Frog Society employs artistic strategies to investigate issues of territory 
and habitat that go to the very foundation of the dominant socio-economic sys-
tem. It pushes the borders of the  „possible“ to make space for the unplanned and 
unthinkable, emphasizing civic engagement and the need for common public space, 
linking the art context to society. 

This project also takes on a new understanding of „participation“ and „commons“, de-
velopping an open ended process of acting, referring to the current political dimen-
sion of new forms of commons, as Michael Hardt describes them: „politics involve 
the production of the commons (not only the distribution), i.e.the production and 
reproduction of social relations and forms of life“3. Jacques Rancière defines the re-
lation between politics and aestetics as a conceptual problem: artistic practices are 
possibilities of doing and acting, referring to the French notion of „le partage“ which 
involves partaking and sharing, both contributing to „common wealth“4.  
Therefore the BFS offers “shares” of the non-territorial habitat as a new form of 
collecting art: partaking in the development of the habitat and becoming part of a 
collective art project.

The presentation of The Blue Frog Society at the 64th UN DPI / NGO conference is supported by the 
WCPUN  and the Ministry of Art and Culture of Austria.

1  Holub´s project addresses the issues of territory and habitat that go to the very foundation of the 
dominant socio-economic system, invoking the tradition that started with Hans Haacke´s Shapolsky 
et al. Manhattan Real Estate Holdings, A Real Time Social System, as of May 1, 1971, which still 
haunts the Guggenheim Museum located a few blocks from the Window on Madison. More recently, 
artists such as the Slovenian group Irwin or Ingo Gunther have created symbolic state territories, 
harnessing various institutional forms of the state authority such as passport, visa, embassy, stamp. 
Holub’s project takes a different direction by raising the question of habitat in relation to our values, 
and thus foregrounding the interconnectedness of nature, culture and economy and our vital invest-
ment in it.   

Barbara Holub belongs to a growing number of architects and artists who explore broader social 
issues in their practice. Her Blue Frog Society project originated in 2010 when she investigated an 
abandoned airfield and former racing track in Vienna-Aspern for her project “On the urban periphery” 
(with KÖR/ Public Art Vienna) – a wasteland/ urban void on the borders of Vienna, “before architec-
ture” –before the construction site for the largest new urban development in Vienna for the next 

Barbara Holub (artist, studied architecture at the Stuttgart University of Technology, based in Vienna) 
founded transparadiso with Paul Rajakovics (architect, urbanist) in 1999 as platform in between 
architecture, urban design, intervention in the urban-public space, working on tools and strategies 
for direct urbanism.
Since 2001 member of the editorial board of dérive, magazine for urban research, Vienna (www.de-
rive.at). 2004 Schindler grant at the MAK Center for Art and Architecture, Los Angeles. 2006-2007 
president of the Secession, Vienna. Currently transparadiso is realizing a new city quarter in Salz-
burg for which it was awarded the Otto-Wagner-Urban-Design-Prize in 2007. Since 2010 Barbara 
Holub has been conducting the research project “planning unplanned_the role of art in the context of 
urban development” at the Institute of Art and Design/ Faculty of Architecture, Vienna University of 
Technology, where she is also lecturing.
www.transparadiso.com
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20 years, “Aspern Lake City”, started. She carried out performative walks, investigating the potential of 
the unplanned and of unplanning, of welcoming unforeseen elements and movements in society.  Her goal 
was to discuss both the potential of the neglected and conflict as driving forces for developing a multifac-
eted society beyond borders - and beyond false agreement and appeasement.

In the show “The Future of the Future” (2010, DOX Centre for Contemporary Art in Prague), Holub 
presented the Blue Frog Society (BFS) for the first time to the public with the “10 Issues of the Blue Frog 
Society”. (Excerpts from the press release by Jaroslav Andel for the Czech Center, 2011)
2  This input will be presented right afterwards as part of the exhibition for the Artist Award of the Region 
of Salzburg, for which Barbara Holub has been nominated.
3  Hardt, Michael (2009): Production and Distribution of the Common_A Few Questions for the Artist, in 
OPEN, 2009/16, NAI publishers
4 ibid.


